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FOCUS - September 14th is the kick-off of FOCUS Men’s Fellowship
Group. FOCUS is a men’s group to help us men to focus on what is
really important. Focus is based on James 1:19-27. There will be
fellowship, food, and lots of encouragement to stand firm in the word.
We are kicking off FOCUS with a Steak and Baked Potato meal.
Please sign-up so we will know how many steaks we need.
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SENIOR RALLY at Boones Creek Christian Church will be held on
October 11, 2018. Dr. David Eubanks will be the speaker. Save the
date!
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CHRISTMAS PROJECT - We are looking for some men who can help
move stuff over from ARC to Family Center on Monday, November 19.
We are also looking for people who would be willing to wrap and sort
gifts on Wednesday, November 28. Please see Loren if you can help.
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BIBLE STUDY- Join us on September 2, 2018 at 6:00pm in the
Sanctuary for a video and study on the life and ministry of Jesus
Christ.
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MABRY MILLS / APPLE RUN - The church will be going down to
Mabry Mills on Thursday, September 20th for Brunch. We will go to the
candy factory and apple orchard afterwards. Van will leave at 8:30am.
Sign-up today if you would like to go.
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JOIN THE CHOIR - If you like to sing we invite you to join us each Sunday
night at 4:45 PM as we practice together. We make a joyful noice unto the
Lord. You are welcome!
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PRAYER WEEK - September 23-29 is prayer week at BCCC. We are
encouraging all members to be in special prayer. See the September
Newsletter for more details.
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Today (Sunday): ................................................................Ezekiel 21-22
Monday: .............................................................................Ezekiel 23-24
Tuesday: ............................................................................Ezekiel 25-27
Wednesday: ......................................................................Ezekiel 28-30
Thursday: ..........................................................................Ezekiel 31-33
Friday: ...............................................................................Ezekiel 34-36
Saturday: ...........................................................................Ezekiel 37-39
Memory Verse: ............................................................................Jn 15:4
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BECOMING LIKE CHRIST:
01 - Be Fruitful
Text: John 15:1-8: Various
Date: 09-02-2018
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Jesus wants to produce fruit in us. This fruit will draw people to Jesus.
In John 15:1-8 Jesus gives us the key to bearing much fruit. The
secret is to remain or abide in Him. Our relationship with Jesus is
more about being than doing or believing. But abiding in Jesus is more
than just being with Jesus… we follow, observe, uphold, obey and
accept Jesus’ word no matter what the given situation or conditions.
The more we abide with Jesus the more we become like Him. Today
we will look at some important facts from Jesus about becoming like
Christ and producing fruit.
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1. It is a ______________ ___________ that we bear fruit (vs 8; Ro
7:4; Ga 5:22-25; Mt 7:15-23; 21:43; 12:33; Lk 6:43-44; 13:6-9; Mk
11:13-14). “Bear fruit” is said 8 times in John 15. It indicates
sustained productivity… continuous bearing of fruit. The unfruitful
branch is totally worthless.
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2. We must be __________ to ________ fruit (vs 2; He 12:4-12).
Every disciple will undergo discipline. This method of pruning
followers may seem severe or even cruel at times. But this
discipline is necessary so that we will be able to bear more fruit.
Pruning is necessary for us to bear fruit.
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3. _____________ is _____________ to bear fruit (vs 4, 7; Ja 4:2-3;
2 Co 12:7-10; Mt 26:39). This word “menó" (men’-o) which is
translated “Abide” or “Remain” is very important. John uses it over
60 times to indicate our relationship with God and Jesus! You
cannot disconnect from Jesus and just leave him at church.
Abiding has the promise of asking and receiving from God those
things which a necessary for personal spiritual development and
in reaching others with gospel message of Jesus.
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We must remain in Christ so that we can bear much fruit! Our
Christian walk of faith is about having a relationship with Jesus. The
more we abide in Jesus the more we become like him and bear much
fruit!
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The tone is totally different for those who don’t abide in Jesus. They
will be cut off, taken away, thrown out, wither, gathered for judgement,
and burned in the fires of Hell.
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The invitation to “abide in Christ” is always open. The first step is to
accept him and be baptized. God wants you to have a growing
relationship with Jesus Christ today… an abiding relationship which
will help you to bear much fruit.
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